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About People.ai
People.ai accelerates enterprises’ growth through the power of AI. With the industry’s only
Revenue Intelligence System, People.ai frees all customer-facing teams, including sales,
marketing and customer success from manual data entry tasks by automatically capturing all
contact and customer activity data, dynamically updates CRM and other systems of record and
provides actionable intelligence across management tools to realize the full selling capacity of the
Enterprise. Some of the world’s best brands are leveraging People.ai to transform their business,
including Lyft, New Relic, MuleSoft, Okta,Tanium and Zoom to name a few. Founded in 2016 and
based in San Francisco, the company is backed by Y Combinator and Silicon Valley’s top
investors, including Andreessen Horowitz and Lightspeed Venture Partners. In 2018, Gartner
recognized People.ai as a Cool Vendor.
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Company: P
 eople.ai
Founded: 2016, Y Combinator Summer Batch
CEO: O
 leg Rogynskyy
Clients: 65+ Enterprise Customers
Employees: 100+
Notable customers: Lyft, New Relic, MuleSoft, Okta, Tanium and Zoom
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Awards: 2
 018 Best Culture and Best CEO (Comparably); Best Places to Work: San
Francisco Business Times
Investors: Andreessen Horowitz, Lightspeed Venture Partners, Index Ventures, Shasta
Ventures, Y Combinator, SV Angel, Dharmesh Shah of Hubspot, Gokul Rajaram and ex
CMO, COO and GC from SalesForce
Executive Team
○ CEO - O
 leg Rogynskyy, Semantria, Lexalytics, H2O
○ CRO - J
 ohn Gilman, Salesforce, New Relic
○ CTO - A
 ndrey Akselrod, Smartling, Spafinder
○ CCO - J
 oel Hofman, Riverbed
○ CMO - Dayle Hall, Lithium, Aruba Networks, Cisco
○ Chief of Staff - Z
 ach Cusimano, Bizness Apps
○ VP, Customer Success - Josh Hanewinkel, MixPanel, Responsys
○ VP, Product - Rajit Joseph, Salesforce, C9, InsideSales
○ SVP, People - D
 ana Ray, Marin Software, Accelrys
To date, People.ai’s Revenue Intelligence System has learned from:
>$1 Trillion in pipeline
>350 million sales activities
>26 million contacts
>37 million leads processed
>15 million buying group participants
~20 million opportunities

CEO Bio

People.ai CEO and Founder: Oleg Rogynskyy
Oleg is founder CEO of People.ai. Under his leadership, the company is ushering in a new era in
revenue intelligence and optimization across sales, marketing, and customer success teams
through the power of AI.
Oleg is one of the industry’s most authoritative experts in data science, machine learning and text
analytics, and known for successfully building and leading multiple start-ups from inception to
scale. Comparably recently named Oleg 2
 018’s Best CEO.

Previously Oleg founded Semantria, overseeing its strategy and vision from early stages through
the successful 2014 acquisition by Lexalytics and was later named president. After that, he joined
H2O.ai’s senior leadership team before leaving to found People.ai.
Oleg’s career began at Nstein, an early pioneer of Natural Language Processing, where he was
instrumental in enabling Nstein’s IPO before being acquired by OpenText in 2010.
Originally from Ukraine, he moved to the US in 2000 and graduated Cum Laude from Boston
University.
Headshot: h
 ttps://cdn-dev-site.people.ai/2018/10/peopleai-ceo-oleg-rogynskyy.jpg

Previous Coverage
2019
Business Insider: 12 AI startups that will boom in 2019, according to VCs
Enterprisers Project - H
 ow to identify an AI opportunity: 5 questions to ask
2018
Forbes - T
 he Best Companies For Corporate Culture In 2018
TechCrunch - Predictive sales tool People.ai racks up $30M Series B led by Andreessen Horowitz
VentureBeat - P
 eople.ai raises $30 million for AI sales analysis
Andreessen Horowitz (Peter Levine) - People.ai
Lightspeed Venture Partners (Nakul Mandan) - O
 ur Journey with People.ai… and What’s Next
Haystack VC (Semil Shah) - T
 he Story Behind My Investment In People.ai
ZDNet - AI startup People.ai gets $30 million from Andreessen Horowitz to free up workplace
drudgery
Business Insider - The founder of an AI startup that just raised $30M explains why starting a
company is like playing ‘Super Mario’
Aragon Research - P
 eople.ai and the Race to Build the Intelligent Enterprise

2017
TechCrunch - People.ai raises $7M to automate sales ops for the enterprise
TechCrunch - People.ai is using machine learning to rewrite the sales ops playbook
VentureBeat - L
 ightspeed Venture Partners leads $7M investment in People.ai
WSJ - P
 eople.ai nabs $7m for predictive sales software
FoundersGrid - 10 Startups that are bringing AI into the workplace
Capterra - H
 ow AI Is Impacting Sales
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Gainsight - How Gainsight scales sales with People.ai
PandaDoc - How PandaDoc automated Salesforce sync in 30-days
Cogniance - How sales coaching helped improve rep response time by 33%
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Press Releases

People.ai Ushers in New Era for Enterprise Growth with Industry’s First and Only Revenue
Intelligence System Powered by AI
AI start-up i s liberating enterprises from mundane manual data entry,
while providing them with actionable intelligence across all customer-facing teams
SAN FRANCISCO, CA -- March 18, 2019 – People.ai, today announced the introduction of the
industry’s first and only R
 evenue Intelligence System powered by AI. This system is the first of its
kind to automate the capture of all contact and customer activity data, dynamically update CRM
and provide actionable intelligence across salesforce automation, collaboration, business
intelligence, and other management tools for sales, marketing, customer success and services
teams - exponentially accelerating enterprises’ productivity, efficiency and effectiveness to
engage with customers and drive growth.

Many companies invested millions in CRM and marketing automation tools with a promise of
high ROI through better visibility into sales opportunities, increased sales productivity, marketing
efficiency and better customer management. That investment has failed to live up to
expectations, in large part because traditional CRM tools require users to m
 anually enter contacts
and customer activity data, which salespeople loathe and which is their main productivity killer.
Worse yet, sales, marketing and customer success teams have had to manually comb through
excel files, information silos and tabular reports looking for insights like a needle in a haystack.
This mundane productivity loss and manual search for insights wastes precious time and causes
a combined 40-60 percent loss of selling capacity for large enterprises. S
 iriusDecisions estimates
about one day per week per representative is burned up by manual administrative tasks.
People.ai's Revenue Intelligence System (RIS) t o date has learned from more than $1 trillion in
pipelinedeals, 350 million sales activities, 26 million contacts and 15 million buying group
participants.
“We’ve spent three years building the most advanced system that understands relationships
between people and companies through business contact and activity data capture and injects
that information into systems of record, such as CRM, marketing automation, business
intelligence and customer success platforms, making them smarter,” said Oleg Rogynskyy,
founder and chief executive officer at People.ai. “Our Revenue Intelligence System not only
automates antiquated and slow data capture processes but uses the power of AI, with
innovations protected by many patents, to deliver real-time insights, next best actions and
predictive intelligence to reps, managers and even C-Suite of large enterprises.”
“Revenue Intelligence providers are leading the charge of delivering on the promise of what sales
force automation was supposed to do,” said Dana Therrien Service Director, Sales Operations
Strategies at SiriusDecisions.
“Activity and contact data capture is the future, and we saw immediate ROI after launching
People.ai,” said Greg Holmes, head of sales at Zoom. “Because of their ability to capture sales
activity and provide intelligent insights to me and my leadership team about our sales activity
levels and the focus we could put on this with our team, we saw a 43 percent improvement in
activity levels. Impact to our pipeline generation and bookings over this time has been evident.
With their Revenue Intelligence System, we are realizing both greater productivity of our reps and
extensive coaching opportunities.”
The People.ai Revenue Intelligence System answers complex revenue questions, and delivers
intelligence to the right people in the enterprise to take action, such as which sequence of
engaged buyer personas in an opportunity will maximize win rate or which engaged contacts,
campaigns and sales activities were impactful in closing a deal or which person to get introduced
to and how to produce maximum impact on a late stage deal.
The People.ai Revenue Intelligence System delivers:
● Greater Sales Efficiency:

Ingests data from multiple sources, and then leverages AI to analyze and
automatically attribute every contact and interaction with the right contact
account and opportunity; dynamically identifies and updates key contacts,
decision makers and champions across all accounts and opportunities
Improved Productivity:
○ Analyzes contact and activity data using natural language processing (NLP) to
parse email signatures and pull critical information like product or competitor
mentions; performs time-series behavioral analytics on rep behavior to answer
question of “what do my best reps do that others don’t do,” and automatically
generates a predictive sales playbook
Accelerated Revenue Growth
○ Identifies buying groups and coalitions to enable guided selling and a renewal
motion; engages visible or potential champions in the account and delivers
actionable intelligence across all core business systems of the modern enterprise,
such as Salesforce.com, Tableau, Domo, Thoughtspot, Slack and many others
More Engaged Customer Experience
○ Captures and connects all customer activities and contacts from the first
marketing touch through sales qualification, opportunity stages, deal close, and all
the way through product delivery and renewal to enable end-to-end, 360-degree
view of the customer
○

●

●

●

“Capturing contacts is digital fuel for marketing campaigns, and we saw an opportunity to
improve the effectiveness of the cadence and completeness of contact and activity data capture
that our sales people were manually doing,” said Art Harding, GVP of GTM Strategy and
Operations at New Relic. “So we turned to People.ai who were able to immediately solve that
challenge for us, ensured our CRM was truly a single source of truth, enabled us to provide
frontline managers with insights to coach their teams and ultimately put us on a path to a
‘touch-less CRM.’”
“We were looking for a rock-solid solution to help us deliver a seamless hand off of
marketing-generated leads to our inside sales teams,” said Ryan Carlson, chief marketing officer
at Okta. “Since we deployed People.ai's Revenue Intelligence System, we have much better insight
into high-value leads and how they are handled, which ensures they are followed up by our inside
sales teams with increasing efficiency - overall enabling us to continue to grow and scale our
marketing engine.”
“Over the last few years, some organizations have combined sales and marketing operations
teams into revenue operations to bridge the divide between sales and marketing; that’s one step,
but it doesn’t directly impact growth” added Rogynskyy.
"Faster time to insight means faster time to revenue. As new AI providers bring to market
Revenue Intelligence and management capabilities, organizations will be able to find data from
existing corporate resources and accelerate insights that weren't possible before artificial
intelligence,” said Maribel Lopez, principal at Lopez Research.“ For customer-facing teams,
including sales, marketing and customer success, this is a "game-changer.”

People.ai requires minimal user training and change management, is fully GDPR compliant, holds
SSAE SOC II type 2 and ISO 27001 information security certifications with the AI-powered and
patented capability to keep personal and sensitive information from being logged into CRM
across 38 languages.
People.ai is also proud to welcome ThoughtSpot, the leader in search and AI-driven analytics for
the enterprise, to our Revenue Intelligence System as the newest People.ai customer to deliver
insights across all their go-to-market activity data, enabling them to solve the problem of
campaign attribution and increase campaign ROI.
For more information about People.ai Revenue Intelligence System, click h
 ere.
###

